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PEIPEI, the Chinese PEPE version, is gaining attention, sparking numerous Chinese meme coins.
Launched quietly with no presale, no buy tax, and no limits, PEIPEI is a nod to Pepe the Frog while
bridging the gap between Asia and the West. Since its launch on June 4, the price of PEIPEI meme
coin has skyrocketed.

So, what exactly is PeiPei? Is it worth the investment? Could it be the next PEPE? In this article, we
will give a detailed introduction to PEIPEI and analyze the future outlook of this meme coin project.
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What is PeiPei (ETH) (PEIPEI)?

PEIPEI is a meme coin built on the Ethereum network. PEIPEI Token merges the beloved Pepe
meme with the charm of Chinese cultural elements, resulting in a refreshing and captivating
synthesis that pays homage to tradition while embracing the future.

According to its official website, PEIPEI is a morphed version of Matt Furies’ famous Pepe The Frog,
but it actually has nothing to do with Pepe the Frog and is just a nod to meme coins that everyone
loves and recognizes.
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According to its team, PEIPEI has no intrinsic value or expectation of financial return, and no formal
team or roadmap. PEIPEI coins are of no use at all and are used only for entertainment purposes.

BTCC does not support PeiPei token trading for the time being, but offers more than 300
virtual currency contracts with leverage up to 225Χ. If you are interested in this, you can
click the button below to enter the trading page.
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PEIPEI Tokenomics

PeiPei, the quirky crypto with a lively community, has some interesting tokenomics that set it apart.
PeiPei has a total supply of 420,690,000,000,000 tokens. However, 406,430,469,743,090 PEIPEI
tokens are in circulation,accounting for 96.61% of the total supply.

Unlike other meme coins, PEIPEI is taxed at 0%, which means that the meme coin will not tax
buying and selling transactions.
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PeiPei (ETH) (PEIPEI) Price Analysis

Although the price of PEIPEI has fluctuated greatly after its launch, it has risen by as much as 534%
since its launch , and PEIPEI is constantly refreshing a historical high.

As of writing the article in July 1, PEIPEI is traded at $0.00000024, boasting a market cap of
$97.34 million, and witnessing a hefty 24-hour trading volume of $122.793 million. PEIPEI
Token saw a 24-hour change of +34.67 %, with minor fluctuations of +4.79 % in the past hour.

The following sets forth the PEIPEI to USD Chart

PeiPei (ETH) Chart

For more information about PeiPei (ETH) (PEIPEI), please visit BTCC PeiPei (ETH) (PEIPEI) quote
page.
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PeiPei (ETH) (PEIPEI) Price Prediction

Judging from the past price movement, PeiPei has great potential. Therefore, analysts continue to
maintain a bullish stance on the future price trend of PeiPei (ETH).

Market indicators suggested that PeiPei (ETH) would trade between $0.00000025892 and
$0.00000032398 by the end of 2024.

Based on the price volatility of PeiPei, analysts predicted that PeiPei (ETH) is likely to break through
the $0.000000691 level and hold its market share by the end of 2025, with its price expected to
fluctuate between $0.000000662 and $0.000000691.

According to the current market situation, the highest price of PeiPei may reach in 2026 is estimated
to be $0.000000841, and its lowest price is predicted to drop to $0.000000784. That being said, the
average PEIPEI price is likely to stabilize at $0.000000822.

Finally, by the beginning of 2030, analysts predicted PeiPei (ETH) to be traded at a price of
$0.00000193, and PEIPEI prices is projected to reach $0.00000193 by the end of the year. In
addition, PEIPEI can reach a maximum price level of $0.00000180. From 2024 to 2030, PeiPei (ETH)
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is predicted to witness massive growth.

Is PeiPei (ETH) (PEIPEI) a Good Investment in 2024?

PeiPei’s journey in the crypto market has been nothing short of a wild ride. This Chinese spin on
PEPE witnessed its market cap soar past $100 million at its peak, multiplying its value over 100
times from its lowest point. On-chain liquidity hit more than $2 million, and its 24-hour trading
volume reached $18 million.

PeiPei’s market performance shows the community’s grit and the coin’s unique charm. It’s a quirky
yet tough player in the ever-changing world of cryptocurrency.

However, the future value of PeiPei (ETH) is uncertain and speculative, and factors such as project
updates, advances in blockchain technology and market conditions have contributed to its growth
potential. Therefore, investors should do enough research and combine the current market
conditions before making any investment decision regarding PEIPEI meme coin.
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How to Buy PEIPEI?

At present, Gate.ip, MEXC, BitMart and other exchanges have listed PEIPEI trading pairs, where you
can complete the registration, KYC certification and deposit steps for PEIPEI trading.

Unfortunately, BTCC does not support PEIPEI meme coin trading for the time being, but
offers a variety of popular meme coin trading pairs, including PEPE, DOGE, SHIB, WIF, etc.
If you are just interested in these meme coins, you can make a purchase on BTCC platform
with the highest security level and lowest fees.
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